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Rickyy Wong is the Hong Kong based eponymous fashion 
studio from Creative Director and menswear designer Rickyy 
Wong and womenswear designer Scott Marsh. The label’s 
focus on the intersection between Eastern culture and 
Western garment cutting reflects the designers‘ Hong Kong 
heritage combined with their fashion training in Tokyo, Paris 
and  Melbourne.

The garments’ signature use of unique and impactful textiles 
creates a distinctive and fresh take on classic men’s and 
women’s garments. An unyielding fascination with history, 
folklore and the cultural melting pot of East Asia’s vibrant 
cities form the inspirational bedrock for creation. Drawing 
from a network of creative collaborators based around 
Europe and Asia , the label aims to bridge national barriers 
and create works with a global sensitivity and elements of 
cultural fusion that tap into the zeitgeist of our digitally 
connected world. The clothing offers customers the chance to 
“transcend their time and space with  fashion” and explore 
their own fluid identities. 

Strongly focused on growing a sustainable business, the 
brand continually aim to incorporate more eco-conscious 
materials and techniques into each collection. They strive to 
source the highest quality fabrics from Japan, China and 
Europe and work with suppliers they know and trust. Each 
season, Rickyy Wong aim to showcase the high quality 
craftmanship, technical skills and textile heritage of East Asia.
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After graduating from the BA Design program at Raffles Hong Kong in 
2014, Rickyy’s graduate collection was selected for exhibit during 
Hong Kong fashion week, and appeared in the “Visceral Instinct” 
fashion show during HK Fashion Week 2015, and again at “The Hub” 
trade fare HK in 2015.

Following this, Rickyy showed his Spring Summer 16/17 collection 
during Vancouver Fashion Week and LA Fashion Week, as well as  
showing the “MAN/WOMAN” showroom in Shanghai Fashion Week.

The brand took a short haiatus as Rickyy studied for his MA Fashion at 
the renowned Bunka University in Tokyo / ENSAD Paris double degree 
program, showing his Masters graduate collection in Paris during the 
ENSAD show in July 2019.

On return to Hong Kong, Rickyy has relaunched the label in a creative 
partnership with womenswear designer and Bunka classmate Scott 
Marsh. 

 

Scott graduated from the BA Fashion program at Australia’s 
premier design school, RMIT University, and worked in design and 
product development roles at brands including Manning Cartell, 
Loyal Brands and Babylon Showroom in Australia and Japan, and 
most recently as assistant to LVMH prize finalist Akiko Aoki in 
Tokyo.  While studying for the MA Fashion at Bunka Univerisy, he 
was selected to lead the student design team for Zara’s first fashion 
school collaboration collection in 2018-2019 “Zara Views x Bunka”, 
sold worldwide. 

The label has undergone a significant rebranding and studio 
shake-up, with a renewed focus on sustainability and contempory 
minimal Chinese inspired design, as well as  an aim to grow the 
presence of the brand outside of Hong Kong . In addition, from 
FW2020 the brand undertook their first wholesale sales season with 
a small show and independant showroom during Paris Fashion 
Week, as well as launching a direct-to-consumer e-commerce 
website to coincide with the new womenswear line.

 



A new website for the brand was launched in October 2019.

The online store was launched in June 2020 for AW20 pre-order and pre-fall capsule 
e-commerce sales. 

In February 2020, Rickyy Wong participated in a group runway show during Paris Fashion Week
at the Intercontinental Hotel, and followed up with an independant showroom for presenting
the AW20 collection, and pop-up store for limited edition pre-fall 20 items. 

WWW.RICKYYWONG.COM



Pump Magazine, July 2020 Editor’s Choice
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Rebel Mag, May 2020
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Fashion Network QCEGMAG Sobrana

Elle Spain Online
Harpers Bazaar Spain Online



Fashion Week Online madame figaro france Blender Mag France DSTNGR
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